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ABSTRACT
There are many proposed mechanisms driving the morphological transformation of
disk galaxies to elliptical galaxies. In this paper, we determine if the observed trans-
formation in low mass groups can be explained by the merger histories of galaxies. We
measured the group mass-morphology relation for groups from the Galaxy and Mass
Assembly group catalogue with masses from 1011 - 1015 M⊙. Contrary to previous
studies, the fraction of elliptical galaxies in our more complete group sample increases
significantly with group mass across the full range of group mass. The elliptical frac-
tion increases at a rate of 0.163±0.012 per dex of group mass for groups more massive
than 1012.5 M⊙. If we allow for uncertainties in the observed group masses, our results
are consistent with a continuous increase in elliptical fraction from group masses as
low as 1011M⊙. We tested if this observed relation is consistent with merger activity
using a GADGET-2 dark matter simulation of the galaxy groups. We specified that a
simulated galaxy would be transformed to an elliptical morphology either if it experi-
enced a major merger or if its cumulative mass gained from minor mergers exceeded
30 per cent of its final mass. We then calculated a group mass-morphology relation
for the simulations. The position and slope of the simulated relation were consistent
with the observational relation, with a gradient of 0.184±0.010 per dex of group mass.
These results demonstrate a strong correlation between the frequency of merger events
and disk-to-elliptical galaxy transformation in galaxy group environments.
Key words: galaxies: groups: general - galaxies: formation - galaxies: interactions -
galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD
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1 INTRODUCTION
After making the first observations of the different galaxy
morphologies (Hubble 1926), Hubble placed them into
two main categories, ellipticals and spirals. His nam-
ing these classes as ‘early-type’ and ‘late-type’ respec-
tively has been taken to imply that galaxies progressively
evolved from ellipticals into spirals. Subsequent research
(e.g. Butcher & Oemler 1984; Dressler et al. 1997) revealed
that the relative fraction of elliptical to spiral galaxies de-
creases with increasing redshift, and it is now widely believed
that elliptical galaxies have evolved from spirals. What phys-
ical processes are driving these transformations remains un-
certain, and is a major area of active research.
The prevalence of large elliptical galaxies within high
density environments relative to the field is well known.
Dressler (1980) investigated 55 high mass galaxy clusters
and showed that the elliptical and S0 fractions increase with
the increasing projected cluster density. Enhanced elliptical
fractions relative to the field have also been seen in smaller
galaxy groups (Brough et al. 2006). The elliptical fraction
increases with both the group’s X-ray luminosity and veloc-
ity dispersions (Brough et al. 2006), both of which are prox-
ies of the group mass. What causes these enhanced elliptical
fractions in high density environments, in particular the role
played by merger activity, remains a subject of debate.
Merger activity has long been considered as a possi-
ble mechanism for the formation of elliptical galaxies (e.g.
Toomre & Toomre 1972; Toomre 1977). Observations have
revealed that the majority of galaxies with masses > 1010M⊙
have experienced 1-2 major merger events within z < 1.2
(Conselice, Yang, & Bluck 2009). After assuming a major
merger between two gas-rich disk galaxies forms a quenched
elliptical, Hopkins et al. (2008) showed that expected major
merger rates account for the observed fraction of red ellip-
ticals as a function of redshift. Alternatively, others (e.g.
Peng et al. 2010) argue internal feedback mechanisms and
non-dynamical features in higher density environments are
responsible for the transformations.
Computer simulations have added support to the for-
mation of ellipticals via mergers. Taranu, Dubinski, & Yee
(2013) simulated mergers within groups of halo mass 1011 −
1013M⊙ containing 3-25 spiral galaxies, and found that the
resulting central galaxies had Se´rsic profiles matching those
of ellipticals. Bournaud, Jog, & Combes (2007) determined
that the critical factor in what impact a series of mergers has
on galaxy morphology is the cumulative mass ratio. A series
of minor mergers can have the same impact as a single ma-
jor merger, and so they should be taken into account when
considering the impact of mergers on galaxy transformation.
The environment within large galaxy clusters is very
rich and complex, with varying dynamical interactions
and an intracluster medium of hot, turbulent X-ray gas
(Zhuravleva et al. 2014), leading to many complicating pro-
cesses which may be contributing to galactic evolution. Low
mass galaxy groups feature a far simpler environment, less-
ening or eliminating many theorised transformation pro-
cesses. As such groups likely retain enhanced merger activity
due to their above-field densities, merger activity remains as
a possible dominant driving force behind galaxy evolution,
making galaxy groups ideal environments to test how merger
activity can influence galaxy evolution.
Hoyle et al. (2012) and Bamford et al. (2009) took ad-
vantage of the Galaxy Zoo project and the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) C4 group catalogue (Miller et al. 2005) to
construct group mass-morphology relations down to a group
halo mass of 1013M⊙ . Both concluded from their analysis
that there is little variation of the elliptical fraction with
halo mass. However, the C4 catalogue is only complete for
halo masses above 1014.7 M⊙ (Hoyle et al. 2012), and they
also limited their study to galaxies with stellar masses >
1010M⊙ (Hoyle et al.) and > 10
9.8 M⊙ (Bamford et al.). El-
liptical galaxies tend to have higher stellar masses than spi-
rals, and hence smaller spiral galaxies in lower mass groups
are less likely to be detected compared to their elliptical
neighbours. A more complete determination of the ellipti-
cal fraction against group mass relationship, and subsequent
comparison with merger activity derived from simulations,
would lead to a clearer insight not only into galaxy evolution
within these environments, but also help shed light on the
extent to which merger activity is responsible for morpho-
logical transformations in general.
There is evidence for merger activity even in the limit
of the smallest ‘groups’, galaxy pairs. Scudder et al. (2012)
measured star formation rates in galaxy pairs from the SDSS
survey. Galaxies experiencing mergers had significantly en-
hanced star formation, although the strongest effect was
seen in major mergers. This is associated with population
changes as the red fraction of galaxies in SDSS pairs is higher
than that of a control sample (Patton et al. 2011). There is
also evidence from the GAMA survey that the effect of this
environment on the pair galaxies depends on their mass.
Davies et al. (2015) measured the effect of close interac-
tions: star formation in the lower mass galaxy is suppressed,
while it increases in the higher mass galaxy. Robotham et al.
(2014) examined the mass growth in GAMA pair galaxies.
Star formation dominates mass growth in the smaller galax-
ies and merger events dominate mass growth in larger galax-
ies.
The aims of our study are first to determine the mass-
morphology relation observed across small group masses
down to 1011M⊙ , and second, to determine to what ex-
tent this relationship can be explained by merger activity.
The first aim is achieved using group catalogue datasets
(Robotham et al. 2011) from the Galaxy and Mass As-
sembly (GAMA) survey (Driver et al. 2011). To test the
merger hypothesis, we compare these observational results to
a merger-history derived mass-morphology relation created
from the results of a GADGET-2 dark-matter-only simula-
tion.
In Section 2 of this paper, we describe the datasets used
for this study, and the methods used to classify galaxies as
elliptical or disk. In Section 3 we present the observed group
mass-morphology relation, and compare it with that derived
from the simulation data. We then discuss the implications
of these results and present our conclusions in Section 4.
2 METHODS
2.1 Data
The GAMA survey was carried out at the 3.9m Anglo-
Australian Telescope (Driver et al. 2011). The survey tar-
geted five regions, centred on RA∼ 9h, ∼12h and ∼15h, with
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each measuring a size of 12x5 degrees2. These regions were
chosen to overlap with SDSS coverage, allowing the target
galaxies to be selected from optical SDSS images. Here we
use the three equatorial regions of the GAMA II dataset,
where the detection limit in all three regions is a Petrosian
(1976) magnitude of rpet < 19.8 mag.
One of the significant advancements made by GAMA
over previous surveys was its high completeness to close
pairs (e.g. Robotham et al. 2011). The survey has a spectro-
scopic completeness level of 98.5 per cent in all three equa-
torial survey regions (Liske et al. 2015; Driver et al. 2011).
This very high completeness ensures that, in the majority
of cases, galaxy groups can be identified in their entirety
up to the magnitude limits of the survey. This allows for a
more complete study of small galaxy groups and the accu-
rate determination of their properties such as group virial
mass.
Robotham et al. (2011) created a catalogue of galaxy
groups in the GAMA survey. They identified groups using
a friends-of-friends algorithm, which takes into account the
potential members’ proximity in both their projected posi-
tions and redshift measurements.
Robotham et al. (2011) assumed the groups are in a
state of virial equilibrium and used the fact that the dy-
namical mass of a virialised system scales with σ2R, where
σ is the velocity dispersion and R the group radius. The
group mass is then given by:
MFoF
h−1M⊙
=
A
G/(M−1⊙ km
2s−2Mpc)
(
σFoF
kms−1
)2
RadFoF
h−1Mpc
, (1)
where G is the gravitational constant, h is the Hubble con-
stant and RadFoF , σFoF and MFoF are the radius, veloc-
ity dispersion and mass of the groups respectively. A is a
scaling factor whose value is determined by comparing the
calculated MFoF with the true mass of the dark matter ha-
los within simulated groups. These dynamical masses of the
GAMA groups, which include the gravitational influence of
the dominating dark matter, allow for a direct mass com-
parison with dark matter only simulations.
We used the G3C Version 7 group catalogue for this
paper. We first removed any galaxies without morphological
data (those not in the SersicCatAll Version 7 of Kelvin et al.
2012, see Sec. 2.2), giving 58,492 galaxies in 19,010 groups.
For the determination of the group mass-morphology rela-
tion, we selected all groups with redshift z ≤ 0.15 and with
3 or more members, leaving 10,849 galaxies in 2,643 groups.
2.2 Galaxy Classification
We used an automated galaxy classification method devel-
oped by Kelvin et al. (2012) to classify the GAMA galax-
ies as one of two morphology classes: ellipticals and disks.
Kelvin et al. (2012) used the GALFIT package to fit a Se´r-
sic function to each galaxy image, providing the Se´rsic index
n which best describes the luminosity profile of the galaxy.
The model fitting was carried out for each of the ugrizY JHK
bands. Here we use the SersicCatAll Version 7 (Kelvin et al.
2012), along with absolute magnitudes from the catalogue
StellarMasses Version 18 (Taylor et al. 2011) datasets.
We show the Se´rsic index of galaxies within the GAMA
Figure 1. Galaxy classification diagram showing the Se´rsic in-
dex and u − r colour index for all galaxies in the GAMA group
catalogue. The contours show a two-component Gaussian fit to
the distribution. Galaxies are colour-coded by their specific star
formation rates. The solid line shows the relation we use to sepa-
rate he galaxy population into two groups: star-forming disk-type
galaxies (lower left) and elliptical galaxies with low star formation
rates (upper right) galaxies.
group catalogue plotted against their respective colour in-
dices in Fig. 1. This plot separates the catalogue into two dis-
tinct populations. The first population is centred on n = 1.5
and features a bluer colour index, characteristic of a typical
disk galaxy population, while galaxies within the popula-
tion centred on n = 4 typically have redder colour indices as
would be expected from a population of elliptical galaxies.
The plot has been colour coded with the galaxies’ specific
star formation rates (sSFR) determined by Hopkins et al.
(2013), revealing that galaxies in the lower-Se´rsic-index pop-
ulation generally have higher sSFRs, as would be expected
from a disk galaxy population.
We performed a two-component Gaussian fit to the dis-
tribution (shown by the contours in Fig. 1). We then found
a line bisecting the two populations at the point of lowest
density to divide the distribution into red high-n and blue
low-n galaxies (Kelvin et al. 2012). To confirm the reliabil-
ity of our classification method, we visually classified mem-
bers of six galaxy groups across the group-mass range and
compared these classifications to the automatic method. In
particular, we found galaxies whose light was contaminated
by (projected) nearby objects are still correctly classified by
the automatic method.
2.3 Simulations
N-body (dark matter-only) simulations have been very suc-
cessful in tracking the hierarchical formation of structure
and the effect of mergers in the mass assembly of galaxies
(Guo & White 2008; Genel et al. 2009) as well as on galaxy
morphologies and internal structures (Mihos & Hernquist
1994; Johnston, Hernquist, & Bolte 1996; Naab & Burkert
2003; Bell et al. 2008).
We carried out a GADGET 2 dark-matter-only sim-
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ulation (Springel 2005) to investigate the merger activity
of sub halos within galaxy groups across the group mass
range covered by the observational part of this study. The
simulation used the following cosmological parameter val-
ues: Ωm = 0.307, ΩΛ = 0.693, b = 0.04825, h = 0.6777 and
σ8 = 0.8288 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014a,b). We car-
ried out the simulation in a box of size 150 Mpc/h per
side with 10243 particles resulting in a particle mass of
2.67898 × 108M⊙/h. We identified the halos using the Rock-
star Halo Finder (Behroozi, Wechsler, & Wu 2013b) and
constructed the halo assembly histories using the Consistent
Trees algorithm (Behroozi et al. 2013a).
We took all sub halos contained within a given host
halo to be members of a galaxy group. The mass of the
group is then equal to the mass of the host halo i.e. the
number of dark matter particles contained within the radius
of the host halo. As detailed in Section 2.2, the GAMA group
masses determined by Robotham et al. (2011) are a measure
of the total mass of the system including the dark matter
halo within which the group is situated. These masses can
therefore be compared directly with those of the host halos
in the GADGET 2 simulation.
We initially used the major merger events flagged by
Rockstar, however the algorithm does not take into account
mass loss during the merger process in determining the
merger mass ratios, and spurious major merger events were
present in the data. We therefore developed our own merger-
identifying algorithm which also determined the amount of
mass being added to a halo in every merger event.
Assuming a galaxy exists in the centre of each halo
(including the host halo), we identified galaxies contained
within each group halo and analysed the merger his-
tory for each of these galaxies. We designed our al-
gorithm to take into account both major and minor
merger events. We need to include minor merger events as
Bournaud, Jog, & Combes (2007) showed that when the cu-
mulative merged mass in a system accreted via minor merg-
ers reaches 30 per cent of the final total mass, the system
features structure and dynamics resembling those of an el-
liptical galaxy.
Halos can begin interacting and transferring mass long
before they become one halo in the tree catalogue. In par-
ticular, the smaller halo often loses significant mass before
the final merger. If the mass ratio is determined at the step
before they fully merge, it will then be significantly underes-
timated. We therefore go through the halo trees and identify
when two or more halos merge into a single halo. These ha-
los are then followed back through time, and when they fall
outside 1.5 times the virial radius of the main galaxy, their
masses at that time are compared to that of the the main
galaxy to determine the merger ratio and the merged mass
added. If the ratio at that point exceeds 1:3, we flag the event
as a major merger. The merged masses of all merger events
are added together to find the cumulative merged mass. We
identify galaxies in the final epoch of the simulation as ellip-
tical (i.e. transformed) if either they have accumulated over
30 per cent of their final mass from minor mergers, or if they
have experienced at least one major merger event.
We estimated how each group in the simulation would
appear in the GAMA data using an abundance matching ap-
proach. This naturally accounted for the GAMA survey lim-
its, allowing for comparison with the observational results.
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2016)
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Figure 2. Comparisons of the merger histories of galaxies in different group environments. For each of 4 groups of increasing mass, the
panels show the histories of the 4 largest group members. Each panel plots the co-moving positions (projected on the horizontal axis)
of all the precursor halos as a function of the cosmological scale factor, a(t), on the vertical axis. The sequences start at a scale factor
of a = 0.1 and end at the present epoch (a = 1). The group masses are shown above each set of 4 panels; the group member masses are
shown inside each panel. The sizes and colours of the points are scaled by the masses of the precursor halos, indicated by the colour bar.
The group members in the more massive environments have much richer merger histories.
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For each group in the simulation, we randomly selected a
group of similar mass in the GAMA catalogue, and noted
the number of observed group members, Ng. We then identi-
fied the largest Ng dark matter halos in the simulated group
as the ‘observed’ members of that simulated group. This as-
sumes a one-to-one correspondence between the dark matter
halos and observed galaxies for the largest members of each
group. This approach gives a distribution of group multi-
plicity matching the GAMA sample in each group mass bin.
We then followed the same procedure as that for the obser-
vational analysis, where the galaxies were binned by their
host group masses, and the elliptical fraction determined for
each mass bin.
In order to demonstrate the variations in merger ac-
tivity experienced by galaxies in different environments, we
selected several groups across the mass range and plotted
the merger histories of the member galaxies. Fig. 2 shows
the merger histories for the four highest mass members of
four groups. In low mass groups (1011M⊙), there are typi-
cally only one or two group members which have experienced
merger activity, with the rest remaining undisturbed. To-
ward medium masses of 1012.5 M⊙, the largest group mem-
ber experiences a high level of merger activity, with large
numbers of minor mergers and 1–4 major mergers. The sec-
ond largest member also has a significant merger history
relative to the other members. In the most massive groups,
many members feature a very rich merger history with large
numbers of major merger events.
As this simulation features no baryonic matter, some
potentially important physical processes involving baryonic
matter in mergers are not included in our model. For ex-
ample, tidal forces and gravitational torques acting on the
gas component can alter the structure and gravitational
potential of the interacting and remanent galaxies (e.g.
Barnes & Hernquist 1996), and energy dissipation from gas
can alter the scaling relations and the fundamental plane of
remanent spheroid galaxies (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2009).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Observed Groups
We present our main observational results in this section:
the relationship between the elliptical fraction and the host
group mass in the GAMA group catalogue. We then apply
the same analysis to mass- and redshift-limited samples to
demonstrate the effects of the survey limits. Finally, we look
at the spatial distributions of spiral and elliptical galaxies
within groups, and how this varies across the group mass
range.
3.1.1 Elliptical Fraction as a Function of Group Mass
Our main observed galaxy group sample consisted of 10,849
galaxies in the 2,643 GAMA groups with NFoF ≥ 3 and
z ≤ 0.15 (Section 2.1). We binned the galaxies by the masses
of their host groups, and determined the fraction of galaxies
automatically classified as elliptical for each bin. We present
the elliptical fraction as a function of group mass in Figure 3.
The elliptical fraction remains fairly constant from the least-
massive groups up to a group mass of 1012.5 M⊙ . Above this
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Figure 3. The observed elliptical galaxy fraction as a function of
group mass from the GAMA survey for groups with NFoF ≥ 3
and z ≤ 0.15. The error bars denote the 95 per cent binomial con-
fidence intervals in the elliptical fraction. We fitted linear mod-
els to the relations for group masses above and below 1012.5M⊙;
the shaded regions show 95 per cent confidence bounds on the
slopes. Grey points show the elliptical fraction for groups with
NFoF ≥ 4, offset vertically by +0.15 for clarity. The ellipti-
cal fraction decreases linearly as group mass decreases down to
1012.5M⊙, below which the relation flattens out.
turnover mass, the elliptical fraction increases continuously
up to the largest groups in this study, at a rate of 0.161
± 0.001 per dex of group mass. We also show in Figure 3
the resulting elliptical fractions after increasing the group
multiplicity limit to NFoF ≥ 4 (grey points, offset vertically
for clarity), demonstrating that by including groups with
only three members, we do not introduce additional bias
into the observed relationship.
We fitted both one- and two-component linear fits to
the data in Fig. 3. The two-component fit was strongly pre-
ferred over the one-component fit according to a Bayesian
information criterion test. We also tested the sensitivity of
the relationship determined above to small variations in the
placement of the bisecting line used for classification (Fig. 1).
Both the slopes and the turnover point remained fixed, in-
dicating that our findings regarding the relative elliptical
fractions across group masses are independent of the precise
placement of the dividing line. As an extreme case, separat-
ing the sample purely by Se´rsic index (a vertical separation
in Fig. 1) still gives results similar to that of Fig. 3.
3.1.2 Effect of Uncertainty in Group Masses
We then used Monte Carlo methods to simulate the effect of
uncertainties in the group masses on the relation in Fig. 3.
Specifically, we considered if a single linear relation could be
consistent with the observed flattening below group masses
of 1012.5 M⊙ after including the mass uncertainties. The mass
uncertainty could have this systematic effect due to a form
of Eddington bias: there are more groups above the transi-
tion point than below it, so a random uncertainty in group
masses results in more higher mass groups shifting across
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2016)
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this point towards lower masses, thereby increasing the el-
liptical fraction in the lower mass bins.
Robotham et al. (2011) estimated the uncertainty in
the group masses by applying their group finding techniques
to mock simulations with known group masses. The rela-
tionship between true and estimated group masses took the
shape of an elongated normal distribution twisted away from
the 1:1 slope (Robotham et al. 2011, Figure 7). Specifically,
groups of a mass below 1013M⊙ have estimated masses which
are on average higher than the true mass, while more mas-
sive groups have estimated masses below their true value on
average. They determined a group-multiplicity-dependent 1-
sigma uncertainty in their derived group masses as:
log10
Merr
h−1M⊙
= 1.0 − 0.43 log10(NFoF ), (2)
where NFoF is the number of galaxies in the group and Merr
is the mass error. Robotham et al. predicted the effects of
this uncertainty on the true masses in their simulation using
this relation:
Mnew
h−1M⊙
=
MFoF
h−1M⊙
10G(0,log10(Merr /h
−1M⊙)), (3)
where MFoF is the group catalogue mass and G(x, y) is a ran-
dom multiplicative factor taken from a normal distribution
with mean x and deviation y. This reproduced the distribu-
tion of their estimated group masses, including the twisting
away from the 1:1 slope.
We used these results to predict the effect of mass un-
certainty in our own results as follows.
1. We first generated an approximation of the group
mass distribution as it would appear without biases intro-
duced by the mass uncertainties. We extracted the mean re-
lationships (and hence the mean conversion factors) between
the calculated and true group masses for each multiplicity
range presented by Robotham et al. (2011, Figure 7) using
the major axes of the overlaid 10 and 50 percentile contours.
For each GAMA group, depending on its multiplicity, we
then altered its mass by the appropriate conversion factor,
producing the desired group mass distribution.
2. We then assumed that the relationship found above
1012.5 M⊙ in Fig. 3 extends across the full group mass range.
Based on this assumption, the expected mass-dependent
elliptical fraction was calculated for each group. Galax-
ies within each group were then assigned a random num-
ber between zero and one. They were classified as a disk
if this number was above the expected fraction for their
host group’s mass, or an elliptical otherwise. An example
of the resulting group mass-morphology relation is shown in
Fig. 4a.
3. We then re-introduced random uncertainties to the
group masses using Equation 3 and found the group mass-
morphology relation as before. Fig. 4b shows the group mass-
morphology relation after applying these mass uncertain-
ties to Fig. 4a. The resulting relation appears very simi-
lar to our observed result in Fig. 3, with a clear flatten-
ing of the relation below group masses of 1012.5 M⊙ . Fig. 4c
shows the regression of Fig. 4b (green shaded area, dotted
line) overlaid by the observational result from Fig. 3 (blue
shaded area, solid line). The gradient of the relation result-
ing from the Monte Carlo simulation in the high mass regime
is 0.165±0.017 per dex of group mass, remains in good agree-
ment with the observational result of 0.163±0.012 per dex
of group mass. For the low mass regime < 1012.5 M⊙ , the
Monte Carlo simulation gives a gradient of 0.025± 0.020 per
dex of group mass, consistent with that found from the ob-
servational result, 0.057 ± 0.039 per dex of group mass.
4. We repeated the Monte Carlo simulation 5000 times
to measure the spread in the results. Below and above
1012.5 M⊙ the resulting calculated gradients are 0.025 (-0.01,
+0.070) and 0.163 (-0.118, +0.210) per dex of group mass
respectively, where the uncertainty ranges give the interval
containing 95 per cent of the calculated gradients.
This illustrates that while the group mass uncertainties
have little impact on the relationship between elliptical frac-
tion and group mass in the higher mass regime, the uncer-
tainties result in a significant flattening in the relationship
at lower masses. Our observed results are therefore consis-
tent with a linear relationship between elliptical fraction and
group mass across the entire mass range.
3.1.3 Effect of Survey Limits
The magnitude limits of the GAMA survey introduce a po-
tential source of bias into these results. With increasing
group redshift, the smaller, fainter disk galaxies begin to fall
below the detection limits while the brighter, high mass ellip-
tical galaxies remain within the survey limits. At even higher
redshifts, all members of the smaller groups fall below the
detection threshold, leaving only the largest galaxies in the
largest groups within the survey limits. In the analysis of the
GAMA data in Fig. 3, we restricted the sample to z ≤ 0.15
and placed no lower limit on the galaxy mass. To separate
the impact on the determined group mass-morphology re-
lation of both the increasing galaxy lower-mass limits with
increasing redshift and the effects of increasing the redshift
limit alone, we analysed samples with varying redshift and
galaxy mass limits.
We first isolated the impact of varying the lower galaxy
mass limit in the sample, with the redshift limit held fixed
at z ≤ 0.15. The resulting gradients for lower limits of M
≥ 108.5, 109, 109.5 and 1010 M⊙ are shown in Fig. 5a. As
the lower galaxy mass limit is raised, the elliptical fraction
increases across all group masses and the gradients clearly
become flatter, with the differences between them becoming
more significant as the limit is raised. The distributions of
Se´rsic index against colour index in Fig. 5b confirm that as
the mass limit is raised, the galaxies falling out of the sample
are those in the bottom left population, corresponding to
blue spirals.
We then considered the effect of increasing the upper
redshift limit (with no imposed galaxy mass limit). Fig. 6a
shows the resulting gradients for samples of z ≤ 0.15, 0.20,
0.25 and 0.30, along with the Se´rsic index-colour index plots
for each sample in Fig. 6b. As the upper redshift limit is
increased, the gradient again becomes flatter (however not
dramatically so) and the overall elliptical fraction increases.
Fig. 6b illustrates how the upper right populations in the
Se´rsic index-colour index plots, corresponding to red ellipti-
cals, increase more quickly than the lower left spiral popula-
tion as the z limit increases. However, for all redshift-limited
samples considered, a strong positive relationship of ellipti-
cal fraction with group mass persists.
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Figure 4. The effect of uncertainty in group masses on the group
mass morphology relation. a) The elliptical galaxy fraction for one
simulation of our survey assuming a constant linear relation over
the whole range of group mass. No uncertainties have been added
to the group masses. b) The resulting group mass-morphology
relation after adding uncertainties to the group masses. c) The
group mass-morphology relation from b) (green, solid lines) over-
laid by the observed relation found in Fig. 3 (blue, dotted lines).
Dotted curves show the number of galaxies in each bin. Shaded
areas are the 95 per cent confidence bounds for the linear regres-
sions. The re-introduction of mass uncertainties to a) reproduces
the flattening seen below 1012.5M⊙ in the observational result
while maintaining the original gradient at higher masses.
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate that the slope in the group
mass-morphology relation is affected by the sample selec-
tion limits. Spirals have a lower mass limit relative to el-
lipticals, as expected, and are therefore the first to fall out
of the survey limits as redshift increases. We therefore used
abundance matching to tune our simulation to match the
properties of the magnitude-limited GAMA group sample
as closely as possible.
3.1.4 Galaxy Distributions in Groups
The relative spatial distributions of the two galaxy classes in
the groups and how this varies with increasing group mass
can illuminate where in the groups the transformations are
occurring. Within three group-mass bins centred on 1012,
1013 and 1014M⊙ each, the galaxies were further binned ac-
cording to their distance from the group centre normalised
by their group’s radius (here defined as the radius contain-
ing all galaxy members), with the radius range of each bin
chosen such that the bins have equal area. The resulting
distributions of the total galaxy populations and the ellip-
tical fraction are plotted in the upper panels of Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8 respectively. In all three group-mass bins, the galaxy
distributions are very similar and strongly peaked towards
the group centre, and the elliptical fraction is highest in the
centre, decreasing steadily with increasing radius. The rate
of decrease across the three group-mass bins are relatively
similar, indicating that the increasing transformation rate of
galaxies with increasing group masses is occurring uniformly
throughout the group.
3.2 Simulated Groups
We determined the extent to which the observed transfor-
mation of spirals to ellipticals (Fig. 3) can be explained by
merger events by identifying galaxies with extensive merger
histories as ‘elliptical’ in our simulated groups, as described
in Sec. 2.3. First we derived an equivalent group-mass mor-
phology relation from merger activity in the simulation and
compared these results with the GAMA data. Second, we
measured the intra-group distributions of galaxies in the
simulation and also compared these to the GAMA data.
3.2.1 Merger Events
We present the group mass-morphology relation for the sim-
ulated groups as the red solid line in Fig. 9, with the re-
gression from the observed relation above 1012.5 M⊙ over-
laid (blue dotted line). The group mass-morphology relation
from the simulation, a fraction of 0.184 ± 0.001 per cent per
dex of group mass, is consistent with the observational value
(for higher masses) of 0.161 ± 0.001 per dex of group mass.
As there are no uncertainties in the simulated group masses
and hence no Eddington bias at play, the relation seen in
the simulation data holds through all group masses down to
1011M⊙ .
To test if the resulting merger rates identified in the sim-
ulation are reasonable, we compared our calculated merger
rates with those inferred from observations. Keenan et al.
(2014) determined from observations of close galaxy pairs
that a typical galaxy of stellar mass 1010.7 M⊙ experienced
between 0.2 and 0.8 major merger events since z = 1, de-
pending on merger timescales and the fraction of close pairs
which eventually merge. In our simulations, the correspond-
ing dark matter halo mass for galaxies is about 1013M⊙ (e.g.
using the relation of Zu & Mandelbaum (2015)). Adjusting
our definition of a major merger to one where the merger
ratio exceeds 1 : 100.4 as per Keenan et al. (2014), our sim-
ulations predict that a galaxy of halo mass 1013 M⊙ has un-
dergone an average of 0.12 ± 0.11 major merger events since
z = 1. This is just below the lower limit of the range (0.2 to
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Figure 5. The effect of galaxy mass limit on the observed group mass morphology relation. Panel a) shows the observed relations for
four samples with increasing lower limits to the galaxy masses as indicated in b). The lines of best fit are calculated for group masses
above 1012.5M⊙, all for the main sample with z ≤ 0.15. Long dashed segments indicate extensions of the slopes to lower group masses.
Increasing the lower mass limit raises the elliptical fraction and reduces the gradient. Panel b) shows the Se´rsic index-colour plots as in
Fig. 1, demonstrating that as the galaxy mass limit is raised, galaxies are removed from the lower left (disk) galaxy population while the
upper right elliptical population remains relatively unaffected.
Figure 6. The effect of redshift limit on the observed group mass morphology relation. Panel a) shows the observed relations for four
samples with increasing upper redshift limit, as indicated in b). The lines of best fit are calculated for group masses above 1012.5M⊙.
Long dashed segments indicate extensions of the slopes to lower group masses. Increasing the upper redshift limit increases the elliptical
fraction and slightly reduces the gradient. Panel b) illustrates how the galaxy population changes in each redshift-limited sample, showing
that as the redshift limit is increased, more ellipticals are added to the population than disks.
0.8) determined by Keenan et al. (2014). We conclude that
there is not a strong inconsistency with the observed merger
rates, but we reserve a detailed comparison for future work.
3.2.2 Galaxy Distributions
Figs. 7 and 8 show the galaxy distributions and the ellipti-
cal fraction as a function of radius for the simulation groups
(bottom row) and the observational results (top row, see
Section 3.1.4). The groups were placed into three mass bins
centred on 1012, 1013, 1014M⊙ , then the galaxies were placed
into normalised equal-area radial bins as before. The distri-
butions of galaxies in the simulation groups are similar to
the observed groups (Fig. 7), with a slightly stronger central
peak. The elliptical fractions are again peaked in the group
centres as also seen the the GAMA groups (Fig. 8), with
similar averaged declines towards the edge albeit with more
variations, particularly for the largest groups. The gener-
ally higher elliptical fractions seen in the 1012M⊙ mass bin
of the observed groups compared to the simulation groups
are a byproduct of the mass uncertainty effects discussed in
Section 3.1.3.
4 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Our observational results reveal a continuous decrease in
the elliptical galaxy fraction in groups as the group mass de-
creases from 1015M⊙ to 10
12.5 M⊙ . The flattening of the rela-
tionship seen below group masses of 1012.5 M⊙ is most likely
caused by a bias introduced by group mass uncertainties,
where there are more high-mass groups being erroneously
placed in lower mass bins than vice-versa, hence raising the
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Figure 7. Radial distribution of galaxies for three group mass
bins (1012, 1013, 1014M⊙, solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines re-
spectively) for the observed GAMA groups (top) and simulation
groups (bottom). The radii in each group are all normalised to
the radius containing all the group members. The galaxy distri-
butions are relatively similar between the observed and simulated
groups.
average elliptical fraction in the low-mass bins. Modelling
these uncertainties, we found that the observational results
are consistent with a continuous decrease in elliptical frac-
tion down to group masses of 1011 M⊙ . We tested the effect
of the limits of the GAMA survey on these results and found
that the form of the group mass-morphology relation is sen-
sitive to the galaxy mass limit and the sample redshift limit.
Changing these limits alters the slope of the relation, but the
overall trend is unchanged.
This observational result differs from previous studies
which failed to detect any change in elliptical fraction as
a function of group mass (Bamford et al. 2009; Hoyle et al.
2012). These previous studies were based on the Miller et al.
(2005) group catalogue derived from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey: it was only complete for higher galaxy and group
masses (compared to the GAMA data used in this paper):
our analysis of the effect of such limits in Sec. 3.1.3 demon-
strates that raising either of these limits will flatten the
observed group-mass morphology relation. A further advan-
tage of the GAMA group catalogue is that the spectroscopic
GAMA data are much more complete in crowded group
fields than SDSS, resulting in more accurate group detec-
tion and measurement.
The observed group mass-morphology relation strongly
indicates that one or more processes dependent on the group
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Figure 8. The elliptical fraction for three group mass bins
(1012, 1013, 1014M⊙, solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines respec-
tively) for the observed GAMA groups (top) and simulation
groups (bottom). The radii in each group are all normalised to the
radius containing all the group members. The error bars denote
the 95 per cent binomial confidence intervals. The elliptical frac-
tion peaks at the centre in both observed and simulated groups,
.
mass are driving the transformation of galaxy morphologies
from disk to elliptical in these groups. We found the ellipti-
cal fraction to be higher in the centres of groups relative to
the outer edges, indicating that the transformation process
is occurring more frequently within the higher density re-
gions of the groups. This observation is consistent with the
hypothesis that morphology transformation is being driven
by merger activity, which would be expected to increase with
density. In apparent contrast to our work, Kafle et al. (2016)
measured the distribution of galaxy masses in the more mas-
sive (above 1012M⊙) GAMA groups and found no evidence
for any change of average galaxy mass with radius from
the group centres. We would expect the masses to increase
towards the group centres from our results, but we have
combined data from a much larger range of environments
and used a different sample definition. Alpaslan et al. (2016)
measured galaxies in filaments and find that the masses do
increase towards the cores of the filaments.
We tested the effect of merger activity by simulating
populations of similar mass groups in a dark matter simu-
lation. We predicted the elliptical fraction in the simulated
groups by assuming that galaxies which experience major
mergers (or have accumulated more than 30 per cent of their
final mass in minor mergers) will be transformed to ellipti-
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Figure 9. The group mass-morphology relation (red points and
solid red line) predicted by our cosmological simulation. We clas-
sify each galaxy in the simulation as elliptical if it either under-
went a major merger event or if its cumulative merged mass ex-
ceeded 30 per cent (see Sec. 2.3). The blue dotted line shows the
likely relation underlying the observational results (see Sec. 3.1.2).
The error bars show the 95 per cent binomial confidence intervals
in the elliptical fractions, and the shaded regions show the 95 per
cent confidence interval of the linear regression fits. The group
mass-morphology relation derived from the simulations is in close
agreement with the observational result.
cals. The resulting relation had a slope consistent with rela-
tion we measured for the observed galaxies in the GAMA
group catalogue. This suggests that merger activity is a
major driver of galaxy evolution within galaxy groups, as
the increasing merger rate in higher mass simulated groups
matches the higher elliptical fraction in high mass observed
groups. The spatial distribution of elliptical galaxies in the
simulations was also in agreement with the observed dis-
tributions, so the observed spatial distributions can also be
explained by merger activity, which increases in the higher
density group centres. Our simulations did not include bary-
onic aspects of the merger process as we note in Sec. 2.3, but
the general formation of elliptical galaxies by the merging
of smaller disk-like galaxies is a very well-established model
(as reviewed by Taranu, Dubinski, & Yee 2013).
What is new about the work in this paper is that it
is the first to combine a complete group sample spanning
such a large range of group masses with cosmological simula-
tions of the same range of group masses. There may be some
tension between the merger rates in our simulations and ob-
served merger rate estimates as we discuss in Sec. 3.2.1. If we
have underestimated merger rates in our simulations, then a
correction would lead to larger predicted elliptical fractions
from the simulations, although the correction would need
to be modelled as a function of galaxy or group mass. It
would also help to improve observational measures by us-
ing large integral-field galaxy surveys (de Zeeuw et al. 2002;
Cappellari et al. 2011; Bryant et al. 2015; Bland-Hawthorn
2015) to measure large samples of galaxies in groups for
direct kinematic tracers of merger activity. These integral-
field surveys could identify fast- and slow-rotating elliptical
galaxies in the groups, which should be produced by differ-
ent merger sequences according to Moody et al. (2014).
In summary, we observed a continuous decrease in the
elliptical galaxy fraction in groups with decreasing group
mass from 1015 M⊙ to 10
12.5 M⊙ . When we allow for uncer-
tainties in our measured group masses, the data are con-
sistent with a single linear relation over the whole range
of group masses observed, from 1011M⊙ to 10
15 M⊙ , with
the elliptical fraction increasing at a rate of 0.16 ± 0.01 per
dex of group mass. This indicates that the group environ-
ment has a significant impact on the rate of galaxy disk-to-
elliptical morphology transformations. We measured the rate
of merger activity in simulated groups of the same masses
and found that the fraction of galaxies which experienced
major merger activity in the simulations increases in the
same way with group mass as the elliptical fraction in the
observed groups, suggesting that the main process respon-
sible for this group-mass-dependent transformation rate is
the merger activity experienced by galaxies in these envi-
ronments.
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